Patrick Byrne, an American business tycoon, has just done something I would have considered literally impossible an hour ago. He forced me to have a fleeting bit of compassion for Hillary Clinton.

Bryne was recruited in an FBI Sting designed to entrap Hillary Clinton for accepting bribes from foreign governments-- or so he thought.

His part was to set up a meeting between Clinton and a bag man from a foreign government, who would offer Clinton millions of dollars in bribe money.

Byrne thought that the object of this was to see if she would take the bait, and if so, to prosecute her on Federal Bribery charges.

He apparently wasn't familiar with all the laws that prohibit entrapment schemes-- especially entrapment schemes promoted by government agencies, so he went along thinking that he was being a good American and helping the FBI flush out a crooked politician.

According to Byrne, Hillary accepted a 20 million dollar bribe from the Turkish Government in 2015, and then, through Byrne's efforts, accepted another 18 million dollar bribe from a second foreign government. He didn't disclose the name of the second foreign government, but those who have been following my meanderings will have a pretty good guess.

After the second 18 million landed in Clinton's pocket, Byrne was, of course, waiting for the news blitz and headlines: "FBI Arrests Hillary Clinton for Accepting Bribes from Foreign Governments."
Of course, that never happened, and instead of shutting down his brain like a good little Ole Boy, Bryne wondered -- WTH?

What was this all about? What had he gotten himself into?

So he asked his FBI Handlers who told him that, well, Hillary was going to win the 2016 Election. It had already been decided "at the highest levels" so that's the way the cookie crumbled. Snake lady is $38 M richer, and no points for the cowboys.

One can imagine Byrne's consternation and rapid-fire questions. Who had pre-decided the then-upcoming presidential election? The DOJ gave the FBI that bad news, but no comment on the details or how the DOJ knew.

The implication is that the Department of Justice was handling the FBI, just as the FBI agents were handling Byrne. And whoever the shadows were, the DOJ was working for them, not the American people.

That's not big news to anyone who reads this blogspot.

The DOJ is a peculiarly corrupt Agency and one of the first Agency Subcontractors put in place after the Civil War. If memory serves, the DOJ was created in the 1880's as an in-house law firm dedicated to protecting the District Government Corporations from us, their Employers. This was all paid for by us, of course.

By then, Byrne was on fire, because he was entrapped just as much as Hillary. He was cast in the role of the evil Svengali who tempted the Princess, and he was caught colluding with foreign governments to do it, too.

The newspaper headlines running through his head now read something like this: "American Business Entrepreneur Patrick Byrne Caught in Bribery Scam --- Will He Be Tried for Treason?"

One can only imagine Byrne's holysheet moment, but he still had to know what kind of cowpie he had unwittingly stepped in, so he kept asking his FBI Handlers what was really going on?

He was finally told that Obama's flunkies were in place at the bureaucratic level throughout the government structure. They had been put in critical power positions scattered throughout the entire federal government by appointment. Their only intention was to get some really good dirt on Hillary and use the threat of exposure to ensure that she did exactly whatever Obama wanted her to do during her tenure as President.
It's one thing to buy off the requisite number of Electors in the Electoral College to secure the election for Hillary, but quite another to keep Hillary in control once she entered office.

That's what Operation Snow Globe was all about --- a backhanded way to guarantee that Obama called all the shots for another de facto eight year term in office, using Hillary as his sock puppet.

Just like he is using Joe Biden right now.

Byrne had unwittingly set Hillary Clinton up for quite a different purpose, one that had nothing to do with exposing government corruption, but instead, one that guaranteed more government corruption and on a grander scale than he had been able to imagine.

And what was he going to do about it, the man who handed Barack Obama the car keys?

What would you do in that situation, besides puking your guts out? There was certainly nobody in the government he could run to and trust. Both the FBI and the DOJ are beyond dirty.

LOL.

We are all such fragile little vessels, easy to murder, slander, and rob. Patrick Byrne was no different, except, I suspect, that he refused to live under the threat of being arrested as an accomplice to this scheme by Democrats against Democrats.

The DNC leadership figured that Hillary had worked for Obama before, and she could do so again. And really, she hadn't been that hurt by any of it. She was 38M in the black and slated to be the first woman President. That's not so bad. They just wanted a little "extra" insurance in case she had one of her screaming witch moments.

Business as usual. Nothing to see here, Mr. Byrne. Keep your mouth shut and you will be okay. Have a nice day....

There is little doubt that Donald Trump's election saved Patrick Byrne's life---whether or not he kept his mouth shut.

The name Barack means lightning from Heaven and it lines up precisely with Luke 10:18 (KJV) --- "And I saw Satan fall like lightning from Heaven...." The name "Barack" actually appears spelled out in the scripture. It's clear as the light of day.
So now you can appreciate for yourself just how dirty the government at all levels has become, and why, and how. If Donald Trump had been an old line political hack, he would have immediately sent all of Obama's appointees pink slips, but he wasn't and he didn't. So most of those Obama appointees were still in place when Trump took office and they are still in place now, forming their own politically defined shadow government.

If you are waiting for big headlines and scores of major media empire moguls eager for a chance to do some real investigative reporting on this, you will wait a long time.

No, if anyone or any singular event brings down the Democratic Party, it will have to be an inside job, wherein the seething internal nastiness forces changes to be made, if only to cover their own butts from the vengeance of the electorate.

Stand by for incoming scapegoats.
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